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Abstract
Competition based FDR control has been commonly used for over a decade in
the computational mass spectrometry community [7]. The approach has gained sig-
nificant popularity in other fields after Barber and Cande´s recently laid its theoretical
foundation in a more general setting that, importantly, included the feature selection
problem [1]. Here we consider competition based FDR control where we can generate
multiple, rather than a single, competing null score. We offer several methods that can
take advantage of these multiple null scores, all of which are based on a novel pro-
cedure that rigorously controls the FDR in the finite sample setting, provided its two
tuning parameters are set without looking at the data. Because none of our methods
clearly dominates all the others in terms of power we also develop a data driven ap-
proach, which is based on a novel resampling procedure and which tries to select the
most appropriate procedure for the problem at hand. Using extensive simulations, as
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well as real data, we show that all our procedures seem to largely control the FDR and
that our data driven approach offers an arguably overall optimal choice. Moreover,
we show using real data that in the peptide detection problem our novel approach can
increase the number of discovered peptides by up to 50% at small FDR thresholds.
KEYWORDS: multiple hypothesis testing, tandem mass spectrometry, false discovery rate
1 Introduction
In the problem of multiple testing we simultaneously testm (null) hypothesesH1, . . . , Hm,
looking to reject as many as possible subject to some statistical control of our error rate.
The rejected hypotheses are typically referred to as “discoveries”, and Hi corresponds to a
false discovery if it is rejected but is in fact a true null hypothesis.
Pioneered by Benjamini and Hochberg, the common approach to controlling the error
rate is through bounding the expected proportion of false discoveries at any desired level
α ∈ (0, 1). More precisely, assume we have a selection procedure that produces a list of
R discoveries of which, unbeknownst to us, V are false. Let Q = V/max {R, 1} be the
unobserved false discovery proportion (FDP). Benjamini and Hochberg showed that apply-
ing their selection procedure (BH) at level α controls the expected value of Q at that level:
E(Q) ≤ α. They referred to E(Q) as the false discovery rate (FDR), and their precise
statement is that, provided the true null p-values are distributed as independent uniform
U(0, 1) random variables, E(Q) ≤ α for any p-values the true alternative / false null hy-
potheses assume [2]. Other, more powerful selection procedures that rely on estimating
pi0, the fraction of true null hypotheses, are available. Generally referred to as “adaptive
BH” procedures, with one particularly popular variant by Storey (e.g. [3, 4, 26, 27]), these
procedures are also predicated on our ability to assign a p-value to each of our tested hy-
potheses.
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The problem we consider here is controlling the FDR when we cannot assign p-values
to the hypotheses. Specifically, we assume that we can compute a test statistic Zi for each
hypothesis Hi, so that the larger Zi is, the less likely is the null. However, departing from
the standard setup, we further assume that we cannot compute p-values for the observed
scores. Instead, we can only generate a small sample of independent competing null scores
for each hypothesis Hi: Z˜
j
i j = 1, . . . , d. As elaborated below, we refer to Z˜
j
i as decoys, or
knockoff scores, and we would like to use the competition between them and the originally
observed scores to control the FDR.
This is not just an interesting theoretical problem, competition based FDR control, al-
beit with d = 1, is already widely used. Indeed, in tandem mass spectrometry many spectra
(possibly up to tens of thousands) are generated in each experiment and the main compu-
tational problems one faces are: associating with each observed spectrum the peptide that
was most likely responsible for generating it, compiling the list of peptides, or the list of
proteins, that are likely to be present in the sample. We refer to these as the spectrum
identification (ID), peptide / protein detection problems respectively.
For over a decade now target-decoy competition (TDC) has been used to control the
FDR in the reported list of discoveries in all three problems [7, 5, 13, 8, 9, 29]. The basic
idea behind TDC is best explained in the context of the spectrum-ID problem: a search
engine scans each input spectrum against a target peptide database for its best matching
peptide and reports the optimal peptide-spectrum match (PSM) along with its score Zi. In
order to control the FDR among the reported peptide-spectrum matches (PSMs) the same
search engine is used to assign each input spectrum a decoy PSM score, Z˜i, by searching
for its best match in a decoy database of peptides obtained from the original database by
randomly shuffling (or reversing) each peptide in the database.
Each decoy score Z˜i directly competes with its corresponding target score Zi for deter-
mining the reported list of discoveries. Specifically, for each score threshold T we would
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only report target PSMs that won their competition: Zi > max{T, Z˜i}. Additionally the
number of decoy wins (Z˜i > max{T, Zi}) is used to estimate the number of false discover-
ies in the list of target wins. Thus, the ratio between that estimate and the number of target
wins yields an estimate of the FDR among the target wins. To control the FDR at level α
we choose the smallest threshold T = T (α) for which the estimated FDR is still ≤ α. It
was recently shown that, assuming that incorrect PSMs are independently equally likely
to come from a target or a decoy match, and provided we add 1 to the number of decoy
wins before dividing by the number of target wins, this procedure rigorously controls the
FDR [11, 21].
The subject of competition-based FDR control gained a lot of interest in the statis-
tical and machine learning communities following the work of Barber and Cande´s, who
demonstrated how it can be used to control the FDR in feature selection in a classical linear
regression model [1]. A significant part of Barber and Cande´s’ work is the sophisticated
construction of their knockoff scores (despite the different terminology both knockoffs and
decoys serve the same purpose in competition-based FDR control – for the ideas presented
in this paper the two are interchangeable). Controlling the FDR then follows exactly the
same competition that TDC uses. Indeed Barber and Cande´s’ Selective SeqStep+ (SSS+)
procedure rigorously formalizes in a much more general setting the same procedure de-
scribed above in the context of TDC.
Moving on to more than a single decoy (d > 1) we note that Barber and Cande´s pointed
out that using multiple knockoffs could potentially improve the power of their method,
however it is not clear how to generalize their construction to d > 1 – a point we will return
to in the discussion. In contrast, in the mass spectrometry context it is conceptually trivial
to generate additional decoys by searching each spectrum against d random shuffles of the
peptide database. In Section 6 we show how the multi-decoy methods we develop here can
significantly improve our power in the peptide detection problem.
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Other examples of our general problem might include analyzing a large number of mo-
tifs reported by a motif finder (e.g., [10]), where creating competing null scores can require
the time consuming task of running the finder on randomized versions of the input sets (e.g.,
[23]), as well as controlling the FDR in selecting differentially expressed genes in microar-
ray experiments where a small number of permutations is used to generate competing null
scores [30].
A key feature of our problem is that due to computational costs the number of decoys,
d, is small. Indeed, if we are able to generate a large number of independent decoys for
each hypothesis, then we can simply apply the above canonical FDR controlling proce-
dures to the empirical p-values. The latter p-values are estimated from the empirical null
distributions, which are constructed for each hypothesisHi using its corresponding decoys.
However, with a small d as we assume here, this approach is not viable as the empirical
p-values will be too coarse resulting in a significant loss of power.
Alternatively, one might consider pooling all the decoys regardless of which hypothesis
generated them. While this approach can work if the product of m ·d is sufficiently large, it
also crucially hinges on the uniformity, or calibration of our scores. In Section 1.1 we show
there exists arbitrary large examples where pooling all the decoy scores can significantly
bias the empirical p-values. As a result, Storey significantly fails to control the FDR in
some of those examples, and BH is essentially powerless in others. These failures illustrate
the need for the alternative methods we develop here that extend the original TDC.
The main result of this paper is the introduction of several procedures that control the
FDR in our competition based setup. Our procedures roughly fall into three categories,
with the first category including procedures that depend on two tuning parameters that are
selected without looking at the data, thus guaranteeing rigorous control the FDR in the finite
sample setting. The proof of this finite sample FDR control heavily relies on the original
work of Barber and Cande´s [1] and subsequent work by Lei and Fithian [20]. The second
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category includes methods that are in some sense discrete versions of the methods proposed
by Storey et al. [27], and as we show, in the limit of d → ∞ (when you can actually
compute p-values) our procedures indeed converge to those p-value based methods. Finally,
the third category introduces a novel data-driven bootstrap approach that tries to select the
optimal procedure for a given data set and FDR threshold.
1.1 Failings of the canonical procedures
Applying either the BH or an adaptive BH procedure (we use Storey’s variant here) to
control the FDR requires having p-values. Such p-values can be obtained by noting the
rank of the originally observed score (“original score” for short) Zi when combined with
the decoy scores
{
Z˜ji
}d
j=1
. This can be done either by pooling all the decoy scores together,⋃
i
{
Z˜ji : j = 1, . . . , d
}
, or keeping them separate for each hypothesis (non-pooled).
1.1.1 Non-pooled decoys
In the non-pooled version the empirical p-values take values of the form i/d1, where d1 =
d + 1, and i ∈ {1, . . . , d1} is essentially the rank of the original score Zi in the combined
list of d1 scores:
(
Zi, Z˜
1
i , . . . , Z˜
d
i
)
. Using these non-pooled p-values the BH procedure
rigorously controls the FDR, and Storey’s method will asymptotically control the FDR as
m → ∞. However, because the p-values are rather coarse both methods can be extremely
weak especially when d is small. For example, if d = 1, each empirical p-value is either
1/2 or 1, and therefore for many practical examples both methods will not be able to make
any discoveries at usable FDR thresholds.
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1.1.2 Pooled decoys
When pooling all the decoys together our empirical p-values attain values of the form
i/ (m · d+ 1) for i = 1, . . . ,md + 1; hence, particularly when m is large, the p-values
generally no longer suffer from being too coarse. However, other significant issues arise
when pooling the decoys. First, the empirical p-values computed using the pooled decoys
do not satisfy the assumption that the p-values of the true null hypotheses are independent:
because all p-values are computed using the same batch of pooled decoy scores, it is clear
that they are dependent to some extent. While this dependency diminishes as m → ∞,
there is a more serious problem that in general cannot be alleviated by considering a large
enough m.
In pooling the decoys we make the implicit assumption that the score is calibrated, i.e.,
that all true null scores are generated according to the same distribution. If this assumption
is violated, as is typically the case in the spectrum identification problem for one [15], then
the p-values of the true null hypotheses are not identically distributed, and in particular they
are also not (discrete) uniform in general. This means that even the more conservative BH
procedure is no longer guaranteed to control the FDR, and the problem is much worse with
Storey. Indeed, Supplementary Section 8.1 shows that there are arbitrary large examples
wherein Storey significantly fails to control the FDR, and similar ones where BH is essen-
tially powerless. Those examples, which we will further comment on below, demonstrate
that, in general, applying BH or Storey’s procedure to p-values that are estimated by pool-
ing the competing null scores can be problematic both in terms of power, and control of
the FDR (these issues were discussed in the context of the spectrum-ID problem, where the
effect of pooling on power, and on FDR control were demonstrated using simulated and
real data [15, 14]).
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2 Controlling the FDR using multiple decoys
We formulated the multiple competition problem assuming the decoys can be generated in-
dependently of anything else (independent decoys assumption). However, the procedures
we offer here control the FDR in the following, more general setting, which is a straight-
forward generalization of the conditional exchangeability property of [1].
Definition 1. Let V i :=
(
Z˜0i , Z˜
1
i , . . . , Z˜
d
i
)
, where Z˜0i := Zi is the ith original score and
Z˜1i , . . . , Z˜
d
i are the corresponding d decoy scores, and let Πd1 denote the set of all permuta-
tions on {1, . . . , d, d+ 1 =: d1}. With pi ∈ Πd1 we defineV i◦pi :=
(
Z˜
pi(1)−1
i , . . . , Z˜
pi(d1)−1
i
)
,
i.e., the permutation pi is applied to the indices of the vector V i rearranging the order of
its entries. Let N ⊂ {1, 2, . . . ,m} be the indices of the true null hypotheses and call a
sequence of permutations pi1, . . . , pim with pii ∈ Πd1 a null-only sequence if pii = Id (the
identity permutation) for all i /∈ N . We say the data satisfies the conditional null ex-
changeability property if for any null-only sequence of permutations pi1, . . . , pim, the joint
distribution of V 1 ◦ pi1, . . . ,V m ◦ pim is invariant of pi1, . . . , pim.
Going back to TDC, or equivalently, to the FDR controlling part of knockoff+, we note
it can be summarized as follows. Assign to each hypothesis Hi a score-label pair (Wi, Li)
based on the observed original (target), Zi, and decoy, Z˜i, scores as follows:
Wi = max
{
Zi, Z˜i
}
, Li =

1 Zi > Z˜i
−1 Zi < Z˜i
0 Zi = Z˜i
. (1)
Reorder the hypotheses Hi so that their scores Wi are decreasing and find the maximal
i = iα such that
1 + # {j ≤ i : Lj = −1}
# {j ≤ i : Lj = 1} ∨ 1 ≤ α. (2)
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Barber and Cande´s prove that reporting the list of discoveries as all Hj with j ≤ iα and
Lj = 1 controls the FDR if the data satisfies the conditional null exchangeability property.
Remark 1. • In their setup Barber and Cande´s combine Wi and Li by considering their
product, but here we find it conceptually clearer to separate them: Li refers to either
an original (target) or a decoy win, and Wi is the selected score among the two.
• Consistently with [1], we effectively ignore ties between Zi and Z˜i, however ran-
domly assigning Li = ±1 in case of a tie is both statistically valid and occasionally
practiced in TDC.
• Ties between the scores Wi can also be randomly broken.
2.1 The mirror method
Our first FDR controlling procedure is the one closest to the above formulation of FDR con-
trol in TDC or knockoff+. Let ri ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d1} denote the rank ofZi in
{
Z˜0i := Zi, Z˜
1
i , . . . , Z˜
d
i
}
(with higher ranks corresponding to better scores). To simplify our notation, we assume
first that d is odd (so d1 := d + 1 is even), and that there are no ties. With Z˜
(j)
i (j ∈
{1, . . . , d1}) denoting the jth order statistic of the d1 observations
{
Z˜ji
}d
j=0
, we define
Wi =

Z˜
(ri)
i = Zi ri > d1/2
Z˜
(d−ri+2)
i ri ≤ d1/2
, Li =

1 ri > d1/2
−1 ri ≤ d1/2
. (3)
Clearly, for d = 1 (3) coincides with (1) in the absence of ties, and for example, for d = 3,
we have (Wi, Li) = (Zi, 1) if ri ∈ {3, 4} but (Wi, Li) =
(
Z˜
(3)
i ,−1
)
if ri = 2 and
(Wi, Li) =
(
Z˜
(4)
i ,−1
)
if ri = 1. In words, Wi = Zi (and Li = 1 or this is an original
observation win, or original win for short) if Zi is larger than more than half of its decoys,
and otherwise this is a decoy win, or Li = −1, and in this case Wi is the decoy that is
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ranked symmetrically across the median to Zi – hence we refer to this procedure as the
mirror method.
The remainder of the mirror procedure is the same as described above: the scores
are sorted, and assuming they are in decreasing order, our discovery list is DM(α) :=
{i : i ≤ iα, Li = 1}, where iα is determined by (2).
Claim 1. If the data satisfies the conditional null exchangeability property then the mirror
method controls the FDR in the reported list of target discoveries, that is,
E
( |DM(α) ∩N |
|DM(α)| ∨ 1
)
≤ α.
The expectation is taken with respect to all true null scores (competing and observed), i.e.,
it holds regardless of the values of the competing and observed test scores of the false null
hypotheses.
A direct proof is given in Supplementary Section 8.2. Alternatively, the result follows
as a special case of Claim 2 below.
Remark 2. Note that there is a certain symmetry to our definition of Wi, but this sym-
metry is not required for controlling the FDR. Other definitions of Wi, such as setting
(Wi, Li) =
(
Z˜
(ri+(d−1)/2)
i ,−1
)
if ri ≤ d1/2, would also yield procedures that control the
FDR; however, such choices would typically offer less power than our mirror procedure.
For example, in the above proposed variant, middling target scores are replaced by high
decoy scores, whereas for the mirror method, it is the low target scores that are replaced
by the same high decoy scores. Of course, the high decoy scores are the ones more likely
to appear in the numerator of (2), and generally we expect the density of the target scores
to monotonically decrease with the quality of the score. Taken together, it follows that
the estimated FDR will generally be higher using the last variant when compared with the
mirror, and hence that variant will be weaker than the mirror.
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Remark 3. As explained in Supplementary Section 8.3, or alternatively in Section 2.5 be-
low, the mirror method can be extended to handle an even number of decoys, as well as
to handle ties between an observed Zi and its decoys. Similarly to TDC (Remark 1), ties
between the selected scores Wi are randomly broken.
As noted, above, after defining the scores Wi and the signs/labels Li the mirror method
essentially applies Barber and Cande´s’ SSS+ [1] with c = 1/2. This naturally brings up
the question of whether we can generalize the definitions of Wi and Li so that we can use
SSS+ with a different value of c. The next sections first provide a positive answer to this
question and then generalize this approach even further.
2.2 The max method
Our second method is not one we generally recommend on its own, but it is useful as a
conceptual stepping stone to a class of methods that will follow in the next section. For our
“max method”, again assuming no ties, we define
Wi = Z˜
(d1)
i = max
{
Z˜0i := Zi, Z˜
1
i , . . . , Z˜
d
i
}
, Li =

1 Zi = Wi
−1 Zi < Wi
. (4)
Assuming again Wi are decreasing, we modify our rejection threshold to be the maximal
i = iα such that
1 + # {j ≤ i : Lj = −1}
# {j ≤ i : Lj = 1} ∨ 1 ·
1
d
≤ α. (5)
The intuition is obvious: among the true null hypotheses, for every d decoy wins there is,
on average, a target win. Hence, the number of decoy wins divided by d yields an estimate
of the number of true nulls among the target wins. Therefore, ignoring the +1 correction,
the ratio of the latter estimate to the number of target wins provides an estimate of the FDR
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and, as above, we seek the largest number of discoveries for which the estimated FDR is
still ≤ α. Hence, the max method discovery list is DX(α) := {i : i ≤ iα, Li = 1}, where
iα is determined by (5). In Supplementary Section 8.4 we have an analog of Claim 1.
The max method generally does better than the mirror for smaller values of α. Indeed,
in those cases the +1 “penalty” in the numerator of (2) can have a substantial impact. For
example, if α = 0.05 then DM (α) = {1, 2, . . . , 20} only if they all correspond to original
observation wins: Li = 1 for i = 1, . . . , 20. However, with the max method, where the
numerator of the first term in (5) is multiplied by 1/d we can afford to have d − 1 decoy
wins (Li = −1) among the first 20 hypotheses. At the same time, the max method has its
own cases where it is far from optimal, particularly when α and/or d are not very small.
2.3 Mirandom (I) – a general value of c
Both the max and the mirror methods follow the following general scheme (assuming no
ties or ties are broken randomly):
1. First, the original/decoy win label, Li, that is associated with each hypothesis, is
determined based on ri, the rank of the target score among the d1 scores Z˜0i =
Zi, Z˜
1
i , . . . , Z˜
d
i :
Li =

1 (1− c)d1 + 1 ≤ ri
−1 (1− c)d1 + 1 > ri
, (6)
where c = 1/d1 in the max case, and c = 1/2 in the mirror (with no ties, and odd d).
2. Each hypothesis is assigned a score Wi = Z˜
(si)
i , where the “selected rank”, si, is
always d1 for the max method, and in the mirror case si = ri for an original win
(Li = 1) and si is the mirror image of ri for a decoy win (Li = −1).
3. The hypotheses are reordered so that Wi are decreasing (ties are broken randomly)
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and the list of discoveries is defined as D(α, c) := {i : i ≤ iαc, Li = 1}, where
iαc := max
{
i :
1 + # {j ≤ i : Lj = −1}
# {j ≤ i : Lj = 1} ∨ 1 ·
c
1− c ≤ α
}
, (7)
and again c = 1/2 in the mirror case and c = 1/d1 in the max case.
To allow this scheme to utilize an arbitrary c ∈ (0, 1), or more precisely any c = ic/d1 with
ic ∈ {1, . . . , d} we note that the definition of Li (6) is already expressed as a function of
a general c. What remains is to define the selected ranks si so that the labels Li will still
be independent, conditional on the Wis. Particularly, the issue is how to define Wi when
ri ∈ {1, . . . , d1 − ic} (Li = −1, or a decoy win) because when ri ∈ {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1}
(Li = 1, or an original win) we naturally define si = ri, or Wi = Zi. The next claim guides
us how to define si.
Claim 2. If the data satisfies the conditional null exchangeability property, and if for any
i ∈ N and j ∈ {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1}
P (si = j, si 6= ri) = d1 − ic
d1 · ic , (8)
where si, like ri, is also determined only from the order of the scores Z˜0i , Z˜
1
i , . . . , Z˜
d
i , then
E
( |D(α, c) ∩N |
|D(α, c)| ∨ 1
)
≤ α.
Proof. By (8) for any i ∈ N and j ∈ {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1},
P (Li = 1 | si = j) = P (si = ri | si = j)
=
P (si = j, si = ri)
P (si = j, si = ri) + P (si = j, si 6= ri) =
1/d1
1/d1 + (d1 − ic)/(di · ic) =
ic
d1
.
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Moreover, the conditional exchangeability and the fact that ri and si are determined from
the order of the scores Z˜0i , . . . , Z˜
d
i imply that the above equalities hold even when condi-
tioning on {Wl}l 6=i. Hence, in this case the p-values, based again on Li ∈ {±1}, satisfy
pi := P (Li ≥ l) =

ic/d1 l = 1
1 l = −1
. (9)
The proof is again completed by invoking Theorem 3 of [1] with c = ic/d1.
Note that if, in the event of a decoy win (ri ∈ {1, . . . , d1 − ic}), we define si by ran-
domly and uniformly drawing one of the ic “winning ranks” d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1 then (8) is
clearly satisfied:
P (si = j, si 6= ri) = P (ri ∈ {1, . . . , d1 − ic}) · P (si = j | ri ∈ {1, . . . , d1 − ic})
=
d1 − ic
d1
· 1
ic
. (10)
Thus, based on the last claim, the above procedure again controls the FDR. However,
choosing si ∈ {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1} at random introduces an additional level of variability,
and it can also yield reduced power for the same reason discussed in Remark 2: you would
typically be better off if si is anti-correlated with ri rather than non-correlated as above.
Hence the motivation for introducing our “mirandom” (“mirror” + “random”).
The mirandom procedure defines si, or equivalently Wi, so that (8) and therefore Claim
2 holds, but it does so while mapping ri ∈ {1, . . . , d1 − ic} to si ∈ {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1}
in an essentially monotonically decreasing fashion. It is best illustrated by examples: first,
for d = 5 and ic = 2 (or c = 1/3) mirandom maps the losing original observation ranks
ri ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} to the winning ranks si ∈ {5, 6} by mirroring with respect to the mid-point
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between those two sets, i.e.,
si =

6 ri ∈ {1, 2}
5 ri ∈ {3, 4}
.
This scheme works well as long as ic | (d1 − ic), and it coincides with the mirror method
(c = 1/2) when d is odd and there are no ties. But when ic - (d1 − ic) we need to introduce
a degree of randomness into our mapping, while still maintaining the monotonicity in some
sense. Again, this is best explained by examples:
• for d = 5 and ic = 4 mirandom randomly and uniformly maps the losing rank ri = 1
to si ∈ {5, 6}, and it similarly maps losing rank ri = 2 to si ∈ {3, 4}.
• for d = 7 and ic = 3 mirandom maps losing rank ri = 1 to si = 8, whereas ri = 2 is
mapped to si = 8 with probability 2/3 and to si = 7 with probability 1/3, similarly,
ri = 3 is mapped to si = 7, and ri = 4 is mapped to si = 7 with probability 1/3 and
to si = 6 with probability 2/3, and finally losing rank ri = 5 is mapped to si = 6.
Notably, each rank in the range {6, 7, 8} has the same “coverage”, that is, for each
j ∈ {6, 7, 8} the sum of the probabilities ∑r∈{1,...,5} P (si = j | ri = r) = 5/3 =
(d1 − ic) /ic. In particular, when choosing a losing rank ri ∈ {1, . . . , 5} at random
the probability the corresponding si = j is the same 1/3 for all j ∈ {6, 7, 8}.
More generally, the mirandom procedure consists of two steps. In the first step it defines a
sequence of d1 − ic distributions F1, . . . , Fd1−ic on the range {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1} so that:
• each Fl is defined on a contiguous sequence of numbers, and
• if j < l thenFj stochastically dominatesFl and min support {Fj} ≥ max support {Fl}.
In practice, it is straightforward to construct this sequence of distributions and to see that
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combined they necessarily have the equal coverage property:
d1−ic∑
l=1
Fl (j) =
d1 − ic
ic
∀j ∈ {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1} .
In the second step mirandom defines si for any iwith ri ∈ {1, . . . , d1 − ic} by randomly
drawing a number from Fri (independently of everything else). As usual, in case of an
original win ri ∈ {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1} (Li = 1) mirandom sets si = ri. It follows from
the equal coverage property that for any i ∈ N and j ∈ {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1} (10) holds.
Therefore, by Claim 2 using mirandom to define si (and hence Wi) and proceeding as
outlined at the start of this section controls the FDR with c = ic/d1.
Remark 4. With the risk of stating the obvious we note that one cannot simply use Barber
and Cande´s’ SSS+ by selecting Wi = Zi and using 1− (ri − 1) /d1 as the corresponding p-
value because in this case the order of the hypotheses (according to Wi) is not independent
of the true null p-values.
2.4 Mirandom (II) – a general value of (c, λ)
The last section raises the question of how to set c, but before trying to address this ques-
tion we introduce another tuning parameter to the problem. Recall that at their core, all
the procedures we presented so far rely on Barber and Cande´s’ Selective SeqStep+ (SSS+)
procedure to control the FDR in sequential hypotheses testing, where the hypotheses are
ordered in advance according to some knowledge, which is independent of the null hy-
potheses p-values [1]. Indeed, the parameter c we keep referring to is the same as SSS+’
parameter c.
Lei and Fithian introduced Adaptive SeqStep (AS) which relies on an additional tun-
ing parameter λ to improve on SSS+ in much the same way as adaptive BH procedures,
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including Storey’s, improve on the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [20]. Adopting this im-
provement in our setup we offer the following revision of our general scheme by adding
the parameter λ = iλ/d1 to c = ic/d1 where 0 < c ≤ λ < 1:
1. First, Li, the original/decoy win label associated with each hypothesis is determined
based on ri, the rank of the target score among the d1 scores Z˜0i = Zi, Z˜
1
i , . . . , Z˜
d
i :
Li =

1 ri ≥ d1 − ic + 1
0 ri ∈ (d1 − iλ, d1 − ic + 1)
−1 ri ≤ d1 − iλ
. (11)
Note that the tuning parameter c determines the original win (Li = 1) threshold, and
that λ determines the decoy win (Li = −1) threshold.
2. Each hypothesis is assigned a score Wi = Z˜
(si)
i , where the selected rank si, sat-
isfies: si = ri for an original win, si is randomly and uniformly selected from
{d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1} for a “neutral outcome” (Li = 0), and si is specified in a
procedure-specific manner for a decoy win.
3. The hypotheses are reordered so that Wi are decreasing (ties are broken randomly)
and the list of discoveries is defined as D(α, c, λ) := {i : i ≤ iαcλ, Li = 1}, where
iαcλ := max
{
i :
1 + # {j ≤ i : Lj = −1}
# {j ≤ i : Lj = 1} ∨ 1 ·
c
1− λ ≤ α
}
. (12)
The next claim generalizes Claim 2 for c = ic/d1 and λ = iλ/d1 where 0 < c ≤ λ < 1:
Claim 3. If the data satisfies the conditional null exchangeability property, and if for any
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i ∈ N and j ∈ {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1}
P (si = j, ri ≤ d1 − iλ) = P (si = j, Li = −1) = d1 − iλ
d1 · ic , (13)
where si, like ri, is also determined only from the order of the scores Z˜0i = Zi, Z˜
1
i , . . . , Z˜
d
i ,
then
E
( |D(α, c, λ) ∩N |
|D(α, c, λ)| ∨ 1
)
≤ α.
The proof is provided in Supplementary Section 8.5.
We can readily adjust our mirandom procedure to this more general setting by con-
structing d1 − iλ distributions F1, . . . , Fd1−iλ as above on the range {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1},
so the average coverage is now (d1 − iλ) /ic and (13) holds. For example, for d = 7 with
ic = 3 and iλ = 4 (so λ = 1/2) mirandom maps losing rank ri = 1 to si = 8, and it maps
ri = 2 to si = 8 with probability 1/3 and to si = 7 with probability 2/3, ri = 3 is mapped
to si = 7 with probability 2/3 and to si = 6 with probability 1/3, and finally losing rank
ri = 4 is mapped to si = 6. Thus, the coverage of each rank j ∈ {6, 7, 8} is the same 4/3.
Note that in practice we do not really need to decide on si when the outcome is neutral
(Li = 0) because those scores are in fact ignored when determining iαcλ in (12).
Remark 5. In determining the ranks ri ties are broken randomly and the same applies when
ordering the selected scores Wi.
2.5 Determining the tuning parameters (c, λ)
How shall we set our pair of tuning parameters (c, λ)? We already saw a couple of exam-
ples: the mirror method corresponds to using mirandom with c = λ = 1/2 when d is odd,
and when d is even (Supplementary Section 8.3) it corresponds to using c = (d/2) /d1 and
λ = (d/2 + 1) /d1. The max method is equivalent to using mirandom with c = λ = 1/d1.
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In their paper, Lei and Fithian suggest using λ = 1/2 and c = α, implicitly assuming
that α ≤ 1/2 [20]. According to Claim (3) and its ensuing discussion, applying mirandom
with this last setting of (c, λ) – a method we refer to as LF – we rigorously control the
FDR. However, as we will see below there are many cases where this selection of values
for (c, λ) is far from optimal.
We next introduce a couple of methods to select (c, λ) in a way that involves peeking at
the data. As such they do not strictly fall within the guarantees of Claim (3); however, one
of them can be considered as a finite-d version of Storey’s method (and indeed we show
that it converges to a variant of Storey’s procedure as d −→ ∞), while the other is in the
same vein. Moreover, extensive numerical simulations give empirical evidence that these
methods control the FDR in our finite-d setting.
Lei and Fithian pointed out the connection between the (c, λ)1 parameters of their AS
procedure and the corresponding parameters in Storey’s procedure. Specifically, AS’s λ is
analogous to the parameter λ of Storey, Taylor and Siegmund that determines the interval
(λ, 1] from which pi0, the fraction of true null hypotheses is estimated. Specifically, in the
finite sample case, pi0 is estimated as [27]:
pˆi∗0(λ) =
m−R(λ) + 1
(1− λ)m , (14)
where m is again the number of hypotheses, and R(λ) is the number of discoveries at
threshold λ (number of hypotheses whose p-value is≤ λ). The c parameter is analogous to
the threshold
tα
(
F̂DR
∗
λ
)
= sup
{
t ∈ [0, 1] : F̂DR∗λ ≤ α
}
(15)
1Lei and Fithian refer to c as s.
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of [27], where
F̂DR
∗
λ =

m·pˆi∗0(λ)·t
R(t)∨1 t ≤ λ
1 t > λ
. (16)
We take this analogy one step further and essentially use the above procedure of Storey,
Taylor and Siegmund to determine c by applying it, as detailed below, to the empirical
p-values. Those p-values are computed from the competing decoys:
p˜i := 1− (ri − 1) /d1. (17)
In order to do that, however, we first need to determine λ.
2.5.1 Determining λ from the empirical p-values
In principle we could have used Storey’s bootstrap approach [27] to determine λ. However,
in practice we found that using the bootstrap option of the qvalue package [31] in our setup
can result in a significant failure to control the FDR. Therefore, instead we devised the
following method that seems more appropriate for this empirical p-value setting.
Our approach is inspired by the spline based method for estimating pi0 [28], in that it
also looks for the flattening of the tail of the p-values histogram as we approach 1. Because
our p-values, p˜i of (17), lie on the lattice i/d1 for i = 1, . . . , d1, instead of threading a
spline as in [28], we ask whether the number of p-values in the first half of the considered
tail interval [i/d1, 1] is larger than their number in the second half of this interval.
Specifically, starting with i = 2 we repeatedly apply the binomial test to see if the num-
ber of p-values in [i/d1, is/d1] is significantly larger than their number in [(is + 1) /d1, 1]
where is = (i+ d1 − 1) /2 if i + d1 is odd. When i + d1 is even we set is = (i+ d1) /2
and similarly test if the number of p-values in [i/d1, (is − 1) /d1] is significantly larger than
their number in [(is + 1) /d1, 1].
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If the test is significant at level ρ (here we used ρ = 0.1), then we are yet to see the
flattening of the tail of the p-values histogram so we increase i by 1. Otherwise, the first
half of the interval does not have a statistically significant larger number of p-values than
the second half, so we set λ = (i− 1) /d1 and the interval (λ, 1] from which pi0 is estimated
in (14) coincides with [i/d1, 1].
Note that if d is large then we apply the same sequence of binomial tests but for com-
putational efficiency, we now apply it to the lattice defined by the points i/M (we used
M = 20), rather than to the original lattice of i/d1.
2.5.2 Finite-decoy Storey (FDS and FDS1)
The procedure we call finite-decoy Storey (FDS) starts with determining λ as above. Then,
given the FDR threshold α ∈ (0, 1), FDS proceeds along (14)-(16) usingR(λ) = |{p˜i : p˜i ≤ λ}|,
to determine
tα
(
F̂DR
∗
λ
)
= max
{
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d1 · λ} : m · pˆi
∗
0(λ) · i/d1
R (i/d1) ∨ 1 ≤ α
}
. (18)
This in principle is our threshold c except that, especially when d is small, tα
(
F̂DR
∗
λ
)
can
often be zero which is not a valid value for c in our setup. Hence FDS defines
c := max
{
1/d1, tα
(
F̂DR
∗
λ
)}
. (19)
With (c, λ) determined, FDS continues by applying the mirandom procedure with the cho-
sen parameter values.
FDS was defined as close as possible to Storey, Taylor and Siegmund’s recommended
procedure for guaranteed FDR control in the finite setting. We found that a variant of FDS
that we denote as FDS1, often yields better power. FDS1 differs from FDS as follows:
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• When computing tα
(
F̂DR
∗
λ
)
(18) we use Storey’s large sample formulation which
does not include the +1 in the estimator pˆi∗0(λ) (14), and maximizes over i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d1}.
• Instead of defining c as in (19), FDS1 defines c := min
{
cmax, 1/d1 + tα
(
F̂DR
∗
λ
)}
,
where cmax is some hard bound on c (we used cmax = 0.95).
• If c > λ then when it comes to invoking mirandom, FDS1 sets λ = c rather than
continue using the same λ that it used until this point (defined in Section 2.5.1).
3 The limiting behavior of our FDR controlling methods
In its selection of the parameter c, FDS essentially applies Storey’s procedure to the em-
pirical p-values; however, there is a more intimate connection between FDS, and more
generally between some of the methods described above and Storey’s procedure that be-
comes clearer once we let d→∞. To elucidate that connection we further need to assume
here that the score is calibrated, that is, that the distribution of the decoy scores is the same
for all null hypotheses. In this case, we might as well assume our observed scores are al-
ready expressed as p-values: Zi = pi (keeping in mind that this implies that small scores
are better, not worse as they are elsewhere in this paper).
It is not difficult to see that for a given (c, λ), mirandom assigns, in the limit as d→∞,
Wi := Zi = pi if pi ≤ c (Li = 1, or original win), and Wi := (1− pi) · c/ (1− λ) ∈ [0, c)
if pi > λ (Li = −1, or decoy win). Sorting the scores Wi in increasing order (smaller
scores are better here) W(1) < W(2) < · · · < W(m), we note that for i with W(i) = p(i) ≤ c
the denominator term #
{
j ≤ i : L(j) = 1
}
in (12) is the number of original scores, or
p-values pj ≤ p(i). At the same time, for the same i and j ≤ i, L(j) = −1 if and only if
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p(j) > λ and W(j) < W(i) = p(i) ≤ c so we have for the numerator term
#
{
j ≤ i : L(j) = −1
}
= #
{
j : pj > λ,Wj < p(i)
}
= #
{
j : pj > 1− 1− λ
c
p(i)
}
.
Considering that iαcλ < m in (12) must be attained at an i for which Wi = pi ≤ c (original
win), we can essentially rewrite (12) as
iαcλ = max
{
i :
1 + #
{
j : pj > 1− 1−λc p(i)
}
#
{
j : pj ≤ p(i)
} ∨ 1 · c1− λ ≤ α
}
. (20)
Consider now Storey’s selection of the threshold tα, which when using the more rigor-
ous estimate (14) essentially amounts to
tα = max
{
t ∈ [0, λ∗] : 1 + # {j : pj > λ
∗}
# {j : pj ≤ t} ∨ 1 ·
t
1− λ∗ ≤ α
}
,
where λ∗ is a tuning parameter. Considering the cases where tα ≤ c and setting λ∗(t) :=
1− (1− λ) t/c Storey’s threshold tα becomes
tα = max
{
t ∈ [0, c] : 1 + #
{
j : pj > 1− 1−λc t
}
# {j : pj ≤ t} ∨ 1 ·
c
1− λ ≤ α
}
.
Since in practice tα can be taken as equal to one of the p(i) the equivalence with (20)
becomes obvious by identifying t above with p(i) in (20).
Thus, for example, as d → ∞ the mirror method (λ = c = 1/2) converges, in the
context of a calibrated score, to Storey’s procedure using λ∗(t) := 1 − t, which coincides
with the “mirroring method” of [32]. It is worth noting that the general setting λ∗(t) :=
1 − (1− λ) t/c is not obviously supported by the finite sample theory of [27]; however, it
can be justified by noting the above equivalence and our results here.
An even more direct connection with Storey’s procedure is established by letting d →
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∞ in the context of FDS. Indeed, using the same λ determined by the progressive interval
splitting procedure described in Section 2.5.1, Storey’s finite-sample procedure (15) would
amount to setting the rejection threshold to
tα = max
{
t ∈ [0, λ] : m · pˆi
∗
0(λ) · t
R(t) ∨ 1 ≤ α
}
.
Recalling that d1 →∞ we note that the latter tα coincides with the value FDS assigns to c
via (18) and (19). Let ic be such that the above tα = c ∈
[
p(ic), p(ic+1)
)
(recall we assume
no ties here), then we can assume without loss of generality that tα = c = p(ic) and hence
(compare with (20)) the mirandom part of FDS will find
iαcλ = max
{
i ≤ ic :
1 + #
{
j : pj > 1− 1−λc p(i)
}
#
{
j : pj ≤ p(i)
} ∨ 1 · c1− λ ≤ α
}
.
But
1 + #
{
j : pj > 1− 1−λc p(ic)
}
#
{
j : pj ≤ p(ic)
} ∨ 1 · c1− λ = 1 + # {j : pj > λ}# {j : pj ≤ c} ∨ 1 · c1− λ = m · pˆi
∗
0(λ) · tα
R(tα) ∨ 1 ≤ α.
Hence ic satisfies the required inequality and iαcλ = ic. It follows that the rejection lists of
FDS and the above variant of Storey’s procedure with the same λ coincide in the d → ∞
limit.
4 Bootstrap-based selection of c and λ
As shown in Section (5), each of the methods above can be relatively weak in some cases.
Moreover, which method is optimal generally varies in a non-obvious way with the param-
eters of the input set, as well as with the selected FDR threshold. To address this problem
we next propose a resampling based procedure that attempts to select the optimal method
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for the given observed and decoy scores, as well as the FDR threshold.
4.1 Segmented resampling
Our underlying assumptions that computing additional null scores is forbiddingly expen-
sive, and that consequently the number of decoys scores is fairly small imply that when we
resample an observed score Zi, we also need to include its corresponding decoys
{
Z˜ji
}d
j=1
in our resample (rather than resampling those scores directly from Hi). We can create such
a bootstrap sample, for example, by independently sampling indices ik ∈ {1, . . . ,m} for
k = 1, . . . ,m and then defining the resampled set as
{(
Z˜0i1 = Zi1 , Z˜
1
i1
, . . . , Z˜di1
)
, . . . ,
(
Z˜0im , . . . , Z˜
d
im
)}
.
Having a number of such bootstrap samples at hand it is tempting to apply our above
methods, and select the one that yields, say, the largest number of discoveries. However,
such an approach will occasionally fail to control the FDR. Indeed, when using an anal-
ogous bootstrap approach to select the tuning parameter λ, Storey et al. did not seek a λ
that optimizes the number of discoveries, choosing instead to minimize the bias-variance
tradeoff in estimating pi0 [27].
Our approach here is based on the observation that, while in terms of FDR control,
selecting a method based on maximizing the number of discoveries is not generally valid,
in many examples it works just fine. Hence, if we have a reason to believe such a greedy
approach could work for the particular data at hand, then we can go ahead and optimize with
respect to the number of target discoveries. If on the other hand, we suspect this approach
would fail to control the FDR, then we can instead fall back on our default favorite method.
In order to gauge the rate of false discoveries we need labeled samples, which of course
we do not have in practice. As a substitute for those, we devised a resampling procedure
that makes informed guesses which of the hypotheses are false nulls before resampling the
indices.
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For each conjectured true null index that is resampled we would have ideally sam-
pled, using its null distribution, both the observed and the decoy scores. This would have
generated bootstrap samples that are more reflective of the variability we expect to see in
our samples. However, as noted above, we are constrained by the cost of generating null
scores, so instead we try to capture some of this variability by permuting the scores. Specif-
ically, consistently with our assumption that for each true null hypothesis Hi the variables{
Z˜ji
}d
j=0
are exchangeable, we permute each resampled conjectured true null index before
applying our FDR controlling procedures (cf. Definition 1). In doing so we typically swap
an original score with one of its corresponding decoy scores, and in fact for the procedures
considered here we can just as well randomly sample j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d} and swap Z˜0i = Zi
with Z˜ji .
The effectiveness of our resampling scheme hinges on how informed our guesses are.
We can use our estimate pˆi∗0(λ) described in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 to estimate the number
of true null hypotheses. However, randomly picking mˆ1 := m · (1− pˆi∗0(λ)) of the hypothe-
ses as our conjectured false nulls will produce little overlap with the correct false nulls in
cases where pˆi∗0(λ) is large. That in turn will again impair our ability to control the FDR
based on our resamples. To address this issue we refined our procedure for drawing the
conjectured false nulls in two major ways.
First, rather than sampling mˆ1 conjectured false nulls from the set of all hypotheses we
consider increasing sets of hypotheses Hj ⊂ Hj+1 and verify that the number of conjec-
tured false nulls we draw from each Hj agrees with our estimate of the number of false
nulls in Hj . As detailed below, these increasing sets, as well as their associated FDR esti-
mates, are defined using the same principle that allows our mirandom procedure to control
the FDR. Second, rather than being uniform, our draws within each set Hj are weighted
according to the empirical p-values so that hypotheses with more significant empirical p-
values are more likely to be drawn as conjectured false nulls. Our procedure for resampling
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is summarized in Supplementary Section 8.6.
4.2 Monitored maximization approach to FDR control (LBM)
We use our above resampling scheme to select our preferred FDR control procedure from
a list of such candidate procedures. Our selections depend on the given sample of observed
and decoy scores, as well as on the considered FDR thresholds α ∈ Φ (and, of course,
on the draw of the bootstrap samples). Conceptually, the selection process is split into a
testing step followed by a selection step.
In the testing phase we apply each candidate FDR control procedure to each of our
nb resamples generated as above. For each considered α ∈ Φ we note the number of
discoveries the candidate method reports at level α, as well as the implied FDP among
those discoveries – an FDP that we infer from the conjectured labels that come with each
resample. In particular, for each resample we note the conjectured FDP of the candidate
method that yields the largest number of discoveries (ties in the ranks are broken according
to a pre-determined order to be specified below). We then average those conjectured FDPs
of the maximizing methods for each of the nb resamples. We use this empirical FDR as
an estimate of the FDR of a meta-procedure that selects the candidate method that yields
the largest number of discoveries on the resamples. Finally, the testing part concludes with
reporting whether or not the latter estimated FDR is ≤ α (the considered FDR threshold).
If the testing phase reports the FDR is not controlled then the selection phase chooses a
pre-determined fall-back method – here we consistently use FDS1. Otherwise, the testing
phase gave a green light for the maximization so we choose the candidate method that has
the highest average rank in terms of the number of discoveries. Again, this average is taken
over the nb resamples and the ranks are specific for the considered α with ties in the ranks
broken according to a pre-determined order.
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In the results reported below we allowed some slack in the last step of the testing phase
when comparing the estimated FDR to α. Specifically, particularly because the empirical
mean is taken over a relatively small number of resamples (we used nb = 50 in our applica-
tions), we allow the empirical mean to exceed α by no more than 4σ · (1− pˆi∗0(λ)). Here σ
is the standard deviation of the number of discoveries delivered by the maximal, or highest
ranking method in each of the nb resamples, and pˆi∗0(λ) is the pi0 estimate used by FDS1
described in Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. In practice, this relaxation lead to some increase in
power with no visible impact on the FDR control.
In terms of the candidate methods we consider, we need to strike a balance between
considering more methods, equivalently more choices of (c, λ), and the increasing like-
lihood that the fall-back would be triggered. In practice, we found that considering the
methods of FDS1, mirror, and FDS works well, and below we refer to this resampling ap-
proach using the above three candidate methods (and in that the tie-breaking order, so FDS
has the highest priority) as Labeled Bootstrap Monitored Maximization (LBM).
Finally, we note that our procedure reports back discovery lists for an increasing se-
quence of FDR thresholds αi ∈ Φ. In order to maintain some form of monotonicity in
the discovery list we added a post-processing step to the selection part. Specifically, we
check if the number of discoveries at αi+1 is smaller than the number we have when using
αi < αi+1, and if that is the case, then we override our resampling based selection of the
optimal method for αi+1 and instead we use the same method that was previously selected
for αi.
5 Simulation results
We simulated using both calibrated and non-calibrated scores. In the latter case we al-
low the distribution of the null scores to vary with the hypotheses so we sample from
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hypothesis-specific distributions. Specifically, for simulating using a non-calibrated score
we associate with the null hypothesis Hi a normal N(µi, σ2i ) distribution from which its
competing null (decoy/knockoff) scores are sampled. If Hi is labeled a true null, this is
also the distribution from which the observed score is sampled. Otherwise, Hi is a false
null, so the observed score is sampled from a γi-shifted normal N(µi + γi, σ2i ) distribution,
where γi > 0. The parameters µi, σ2i , and γi are themselves sampled with each newly
sampled set of scores:
• µi is sampled from a normal N(µ, σ2) distribution with the hyper-parameters µ = 0
and σ2 = 1.
• σ2i is sampled from 1 + exp(ω), where exp(ω) is the exponential distribution with
rate ω = 1.
• γi is sampled from 1 + exp(ν), where ν is a hyper-parameter that determines the
separation between the false and true null scores
When simulating using a calibrated score the parameters µi, σi and γi are kept constant.
In our non-calibrated score simulations we drew 10K random sets of observed and
competing null scores (each with its own randomly drawn values of µi, σi, γi) for each of
the following 600 combinations of parameter (or hyper-parameter) values:
• The number of false null hypotheses, k, was set to each value in {1, 10, 102, 103, 104}.
• For each value of k, the total number of hypotheses, m, was set to min{c · k, 2 · 104}
where cwas set to each of the following factors {1.25, 2, 4, 10, 20, 100, 1000} subject
to the constraint that m ≥ 100.
• For each values of k and m above, the hyper-parameter ν that determines the separa-
tion between the false and true null scores was set to each of the values in
{0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0}.
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• For each values of k, m, and ν above, the number of decoys d was set to each of the
values in {3, 5, 9, 19, 39}.
We then used the 10K sampled sets from each of the 600 experiments to find the empirical
FDR as well as the power of each method for each selected FDR threshold α ∈ Φ. For a
given threshold α, the power of a method is the average percentage of false nulls that are
reported by the method at level α, and the empirical FDR is the average of the FDP in the
discovery list (both averages are taken over the experiment’s 10K runs). We used a fairly
dense set of FDR thresholds Φ: from 0.001 to 0.009 by jumps of 0.001, from 0.01 to 0.29
by jumps of 0.01, and from 0.3 to 0.95 by jumps of 0.05.
Examining first the ratio between the empirical FDR and the selected threshold we note
that all the methods seem to largely control the FDR (Supplementary Figure 1). Indeed, the
maximal value of the empirical FDR over the nominal FDR across the 600 experiments is
no greater than: 1.0004 (mirror), 1.0376 (max), 1.0390 (LF), 1.0414 (FDS), 1.0414 (FDS1),
1.0444 (LBM) and the number of experiments (out of 600) in which the same ratio of the
empirical to nominal FDR was> 1.02 for even a single value of αwas: 0 (mirror), 7 (max),
6 (LF), 2 (FDS), 2 (FDS1), 11 (LBM). Recalling that the LF and the max methods have a
guaranteed finite sample FDR control it is instructive to see that their empirical violations
of FDR control are roughly in line with those of LBM and of the FDS variants.
In terms of power, panel A of Supplementary Figure 2 shows that FDS1 is almost uni-
formly more powerful than the mirror for the more commonly used FDR threshold values
of α ≤ 0.5, and it is mostly more powerful than LF, max and TDC for the same thresholds
(panels B, D, E). Similarly, FDS1 generally delivers more power than FDS (panel C), how-
ever here we find cases where FDS1 is significantly weaker than FDS. Those latter cases
aside, if we had to pick a single method in this non-calibrated score case, the clear winner
would have been FDS1. Unfortunately, the power picture becomes significantly murkier
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below once we also consider simulations using a calibrated score, as well as when we re-
visit below the examples of Section 1.1. Indeed, this murkier picture was the motivation
for introducing our resampling based LBM which tries to find the most appropriate method
for the data at hand. Overall, here LBM seems to be on-par and arguably more powerful
than FDS1: considering more practical FDR thresholds (α ≤ 0.3) LBM enjoys a signifi-
cant power advantage over FDS1 in some experiments while losing by considerably smaller
margins in some others (Supplementary Figure 2 panel E). Importantly, for practical FDR
thresholds LBM is essentially uniformly better than the mirror (Supplementary Figure 3
panel A) and is mostly more powerful than LF, FDS, and max (panels B-D).
Our calibrated score simulation also consisted of 600 experiments, or combinations of
parameter values. Specifically, we used the same values of k, m, and d as in the above
non-calibrated simulations and we let γ vary over the values in {0.8, 1, 1.4, 2, 3, 4}. In
each experiment we again draw 10K random sets of observed and competing scores using
µi ≡ 0, σi ≡ 1, γi ≡ γ. Interestingly, while there are still many examples where FDS1
is significantly more powerful than the mirror in this calibrated score context, we now
also find many experiments where the opposite holds for practical FDR thresholds (panel
A of Supplementary Figure 5). The same applies for comparing the power of LF and
FDS1 (panel B), while FDS1 is apparently uniformly more powerful than FDS when using
a calibrated score and FDR thresholds of practical interest (panel C). While in the non-
calibrated simulations LBM was only arguably somewhat better than FDS1, it is clearly
overall more powerful here, certainly for FDR thresholds ≤ 0.4 (panel E).
Thus, it is not surprising that LBM fares significantly better than FDS1 when compared
with all the other methods we consider here (Supplementary Figure 6). Specifically, for
low FDR thresholds LBM significantly outperforms the other methods in many of the ex-
periments while rarely losing more than 5% power for FDR thresholds ≤ 0.2, and always
less than 10% power for FDR thresholds ≤ 0.5.
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In terms of FDR control we see similar results to the non-calibrated data (Supplemen-
tary Figure 4). The maximal value of the empirical FDR over the nominal FDR across the
600 experiments is no greater than: 1.0022 (mirror), 1.0385 (max), 1.0480 (LF), 1.0301
(FDS), 1.0301 (FDS1), 1.0315 (LBM) and the number of experiments (out of 600) in which
the same ratio of the empirical to nominal FDR was > 1.02 for even a single value of α
was: 0 (mirror), 2 (max), 9 (LF), 1 (FDS), 1 (FDS1), 5 (LBM).
Going back to the examples mentioned in Section 1.1 we find that our methods alleviate
most of the problems present in these cases. In particular we found that the FDR was
controlled when Storey’s procedure substantially failed to do so and similarly it was found
that specifically LBM delivered substantial power where BH had none (Supplementary
Section 8.7.1).
In Supplementary Section 8.7.2 we compare the limiting methods of our procedures (as
d→∞, Section 3) using the same kind of simulations we used above for the finite decoys
case. These experiments showed trends similar to those found in the finite case, indicating
that the relationships between the methods continue to the limit.
6 The peptide detection problem
For reasons that we touch on in the Discussion section the spectrum ID problem does
not satisfy the conditional exchangeability required by our procedures, so as an example
we instead consider the peptide detection problem. Roughly speaking, this problem sits
between the spectrum ID and the protein detection parts of the pipeline that leads from data
acquisition to protein detection. Its goal is to infer which peptides were detected by the
mass spectrometer.
Our peptide detection procedure here, which can be considered as a peptide-level ana-
logue of the picked-protein approach of [29], involves first scanning each spectrum against
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the target peptide database D0, as well as against each of the d randomly shuffled decoy
databases. Specifically, we used Tide [6] to find for each spectrum its best matching pep-
tide (using the Xcorr score here). We then assign to each peptide in each of the databases a
score, which is the maximum of all the PSM scores that were optimally matched with that
peptide during the scanning phase. If no spectrum was optimally matched to a peptide then
that peptide score is −∞.
Note that we have a natural association between a peptide in the target database D0
and its d shuffled copies, one in each of the decoy databases. We consider the above
score of the ith peptide as our observed score Zi, and the scores of its d randomly shuffled
copies as the corresponding competing null or decoy scores: Z˜1i , . . . , Z˜
d
i . We can now
apply to these scores either TDC (d = 1) or any of our more sophisticated multi-decoy
procedures. Specifically, in the examples below we compared TDC (with the +1 finite
sample correction here) with the mirror method and LBM using d ∈ {3, 5, 7, 9}.
Clearly, the competition based control of the FDR is subject to the variability of the
drawn competing scores. To ameliorate this variability here, we initially searched the spec-
tra against 100 randomly shuffled decoy databases, and then for each d ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}
we repeated our analysis drawing 100 sets, each with d of those decoy databases, while
making sure that the 100 drawn sets are distinct. We can then compare the number of
discoveries reported by each considered method at the selected FDR threshold α (here
α ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1}). More precisely, for each number of decoys d we average the num-
ber of discoveries over the 100 randomly drawn sets of d decoys.
We applied our analysis to two datasets: “the yeast” and “ISB18” (Supplementary Sec-
tion 8.8). Panel A of Supplementary Figure 8 shows that our estimated FDR in the ISB18
set is below the selected threshold for all examined methods and FDR thresholds. At the
same time, panel B shows that for the same ISB18 set there is an increase in power from
an average of 131.5 TDC (d = 1) discoveries at α = 0.01 to an average of 138.0 LBM
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(d = 3) and further to 142.3 LBM (d = 7) discoveries (8.2% relative increase in power
over TDC). At the higher FDR thresholds of 0.05 and 0.1 there is no discernible difference
in power between LBM and TDC, while the mirror seems to be consistently slightly worse
than TDC at all three FDR thresholds we examined.
Moving on to the yeast dataset (Supplementary Figure 9) we notice an even more im-
pressive boost in power for LBM compared with TDC at α = 0.01: TDC reported a mean
of 76.3 discoveries compared with LBM’s averages of 108.2 (d = 3, 42% relative increase)
and 113.8 (d = 7, 49% relative increase). Moreover, TDC reported 0 discoveries in 33 of
the 100 runs (each using a different decoy database), whereas LBM reported 0 discoveries
only in one of the 100 runs with d ∈ {5, 9}, and it reported a positive number of discov-
eries in all 100 runs for d ∈ {3, 7}. LBM was marginally better than TDC for α = 0.05
and comparable for α = 0.1. The mirror generally came in between TDC and LBM for
α = 0.01, though closer to TDC, while reporting 0 discoveries at that α in between 25 to 36
of the 100 runs. For α ∈ {0.05, 0.1} the mirror was very marginally, although consistently
weaker than the other two methods.
7 Discussion
Overview. Competition based FDR control has been practiced for over a decade in compu-
tational mass spectrometry, mostly in connection with the spectrum ID problem where it is
generally referred to as TDC (target-decoy competition). More recently this approach has
been theoretically established (subject to a small finite-sample correction) by He et al. [11],
and independently, and in a much wider context, by Barber and Cande´s [1]. The latter work
trail-blazed an increasingly popular approach of competition-based control of the FDR in
the feature selection context. In this paper we extend the typical setup of competition based
FDR control by assuming we can generate for each null hypothesis, not just one, but a small
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number of competing null scores. Technically, we assume that for true null hypotheses the
generated decoys and the original scores are iid or at least exchangeable.
The motivation for the methods we introduce here is that applying the standard pro-
cedures, such as BH or Storey, to the empirical p-values can be problematic. Indeed, the
p-values will typically be too coarse (d is small) when computed using hypothesis-specific
empirical null distributions, implying that both BH and Storey will generally make very few
discoveries in this case. Pooling the decoy scores of all hypotheses together to construct
a single empirical null distribution addresses the coarseness of the p-values, but other sig-
nificant issues remain especially when the decoy distribution varies substantially with the
hypotheses. Specifically, we show there are there are arbitrarily large examples on which
Storey’s procedure materially fails to control the FDR and similar examples for which BH
can be essentially powerless.
All the methods we propose here essentially rely on our mirandom procedure which
guarantees FDR control in the finite sample case for any values of the tuning parameters
(c, λ), as long as they are determined without looking at the data. The proof relies on
showing that a critical component of mirandom can be identified with Barber and Cande´s’s
SSS+ [1], or more generally with Lei and Fithian’s AS [20]. We stress that simply applying
either SSS+, or AS to the empirical p-values will generally fail to control the FDR because
these p-values are obviously not independent of the order of the original scores. Where our
methods differ is in how they set the values of c, which determines the original-observation-
win threshold, and of λ, which determines the decoy-win threshold.
The mirror method sets λ = c = 1/2, the max method uses λ = c = 1/d1, where
d1 = d + 1, and LF uses the heuristic suggested in [20] of setting λ = 1/2 and c = α
(the selected FDR threshold). These three methods rigorously control the FDR because
they set the tuning parameters without looking at the data. In contrast, our FDS and FDS1
peek at the data to determine c and λ. As such, these two methods do not fall under
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mirandom’s theoretical guarantees, although our extensive numerical simulations suggest
that in practice they essentially control the FDR. Both methods rely on a procedure of ours
that selects λ in a way, that similarly to the spline method of Storey and Tibshirani [28],
seeks the point where the p-values histogram flattens out. Both then essentially apply
Storey’s method to the hypothesis-specific empirical p-values to determine c before calling
on mirandom.
Our extensive simulations show that which of the above methods delivers the maximal
number of discoveries varies with the type/parameters of the experiment, as well as with the
FDR threshold α. Hence the motivation for introducing our LBM that selects a preferred
method given the data and α. LBM relies on a novel resampling technique that generates
resampled sets of original and decoys scores together with conjectured true/false null la-
bels. Specifically, LBM selects its preferred method after testing whether the approach
which greedily selects the method that reports the largest number of discoveries seems to
control the FDR. Our simulations suggest that LBM largely controls the FDR; indeed, its
empirical FDR seems to be in line with that of LF that has a guaranteed control of the FDR.
Importantly, while not always delivering the highest number of discoveries, LBM seems to
offer the best balance among our multi-decoy methods while offering significant power
advantage over TDC that uses a single decoy (Supplementary Figures 3 and 6).
Our methods have well defined limits as d → ∞. Of particular note is that, for cali-
brated scores, FDS essentially converges to the finite-sample version of Storey’s approach,
albeit using our procedure for selecting λ.
Finally, applying our methods to the peptide detection problem suggests that, as with
the simulated data, the FDR is controlled and LBM can deliver significantly more power
(up to almost 50% more discoveries) than the single decoy TDC. We also note that LBM
yields consistently, and at times substantially, more discoveries than the mirror method in
these data sets that are derived from real experiments.
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Related work. In the context of the spectrum ID problem Keich and Noble recently de-
veloped aTDC, a method that averages a number of single-decoy competitions in order to
reduce the variability associated with TDC [17, 18]. That paper only provides empirical
evidence that aTDC indeed controls the FDR, but more importantly its approach differs
substantially from the one offered here, which simultaneously uses all decoys rather than
one at a time. Indeed, as pointed out in [16], due to the different nature of native/foreign
false discoveries, the spectrum ID problem fundamentally differs from the setup of this
paper. In particular, the null exchangeability property does not hold for the spectrum ID
problem, but it is a much more reasonable assumption for the peptide detection problem
that is studied here. As expected, aTDC – we used the version named aTDC+1 , which was
empirically shown to control the FDR even for small thresholds / datasets [18] – has signif-
icant less power in our current setup compared with LBM (panel E, Supplementary Figures
3 and 6). Note however that this does not means LBM can replace aTDC, indeed, LBM is
too liberal in the context of the spectrum ID problem.
As mentioned in the introduction, Barber and Cande´s’s knockoff+ uses essentially the
same procedure as TDC to control the FDR [1]. Notably, Barber and Cande´s suggested
that creating multiple knockoffs for each feature could potentially increase the power of
knockoff+. However, creating multiple knockoffs is considerably more challenging than
creating decoys in our examples, where it is conceptually straightforward. Moreover, Bar-
ber and Cande´s’ construction of the knockoff scores simultaneously defines the observed,
or original features scores Zi. Thus, presumably increasing the number of knockoffs from,
say d = 1 to d = 3, would require redefining all the scores – a significant departure from
our model, where the observed scores are given, and we assume we can generate indepen-
dent decoy scores. Still, we are working on generating multiple knockoffs, for which the
null exchangeability holds, and therefore the methods presented here should be applicable
to those.
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While working on this manuscript we became aware of an Arxiv submission that specif-
ically offers the mirror method for controlling the FDR using competing null scores [12].
That paper was deposited in the Arxiv well after we submitted the first draft of our manuscript,
which included the mirror method, and hence our above description should be considered
as our own independent and original work. Moreover, this paper offers significant improve-
ments over the mirror method. Indeed, compared with the other methods we consider here,
the mirror is often significantly weaker when α is relatively small, exhibiting over 50%
power loss in a substantial number of experiments (Supplementary Figure 7). This is not
surprising when we compare the +1 in the numerator of (2) with its analogue in (12) which
is attenuated by the factor c/(1− λ), and which can be as small as 1/d (if c = λ = 1/d1).
Future Work. The problem with computing p-values by pooling all the competing nulls
only comes up when the null distributions vary with the hypotheses. More generally, it was
shown (in the spectrum ID context) that calibrating the score can significantly increase the
power of TDC [15]. Indeed, one particularly promising direction for increasing the power
of the procedures we offer is to split the generated decoys into two sets in the spirit of [17].
The first set will be used for calibrating the score and the second for controlling the FDR
using, say, LBM. This raises some non-trivial questions such as, how many decoys should
we generate in practice, and how should we split them between the two tasks. It is also
worth noting that LBM is a meta-method so regardless of the proposed partial calibration,
we can consider including Storey with pooled p-values as one of LBM’s candidate methods.
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8 Supplementary Material
8.1 Examples of failings of the canonical procedures
Consider BH applied to just m = 2 hypotheses with d = 1 decoy, and suppose that
P
(
Z˜11 > Z˜
1
2
)
= 1 (i.e., the support of the null distribution corresponding to H1 is dis-
joint and to the right of the support of the null distribution corresponding to H2). Suppose
further that both Hi are true nulls, so that the FDR coincides with the FWER (family-wise
error rate), which is the probability of at least one (false) discovery. It is easy to see that in
this case using the FDR threshold α := 2/3 the event
{
Z1 > Z˜
1
1 , Z2 < Z˜
1
2
}
will produce
one discovery (p1 := p-value (Z1) = 1/3, p2 := p-value (Z2) = 1), and the disjoint event{
Z2 > Z˜
1
2
}
will produce two discoveries (p2 = 2/3). However, these events have a total
probability of 1/4 + 1/2 = 3/4 so the FWER=FDR is > α in this case.
This effect can be much more pronounced in the case of Storey’s method. Suppose that
the null hypotheses split into two equal sized groups, A and B, where for every i ∈ A and
j ∈ B, P
(
Z˜1i < Z˜
1
j
)
= 1. Suppose further that all the hypotheses in A are false nulls with
scores Zi satisfying P
(
Zi > Z˜
1
i
)
= 1, and that all hypotheses in B are true nulls. The
decoy-pooled p-values will be essentially no greater than 1/2. Hence, Storey’s estimate
of pi0, pˆi0(λ) =
m−R(λ)
(1−λ)m , where m is the number of hypotheses, and R(λ) is the number
of hypotheses whose p-value is ≤ λ, will significantly underestimate pi0. For example, if
λ ≥ 0.5 then pˆi0 = 0, which in turn implies that essentially all null hypotheses will be
rejected at any FDR level α and particularly for α < 1/2, while the actual FDP will clearly
be 1/2. Even if λ is chosen to better fit these p-values, e.g., λ = 0.25, or the set-up is
changed slightly to allow some group A p-values to be null so pˆi0 6= 0, the procedure will
still significantly underestimate pi0 and thus underestimate the actual FDR.
Example 1. As a specific example in the above vein we constructed an experiment with
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m = 300 and d = 5 decoys where groupA’s true null distribution isN(0, 1), and groupB’s
true null distribution is N(50, 1). We set all 150 hypotheses in group B and 50 of the 150
hypotheses in group A to be true null, and we generated observed scores by sampling from
the appropriate null distribution above. We next generated the observed scores for the 100
false null hypotheses in group A by sampling from the same, significantly shifted, N(50, 1)
distribution that we used to generate all observed scores of group B. All competing null
(decoy) scores were generated using the group’s null distribution. In this setup we chose to
leave a third of group A as true nulls so that approximately 50 of the p-values will exceed
1/2 ensuring that pˆi0 > 0.
We then computed the pooled p-values and applied Storey’s FDR controlling procedure,
as presented in the package qvalue [31] (with λ chosen using the bootstrap option).
This experiment was repeated using 1,000 randomly drawn sets, noting each time the real
FDP at FDR thresholds of α = 0.1 and α = 0.2. As expected in this setting, Storey’s
procedure clearly failed to control the FDR: at α = 0.1, the empirical FDR (the FDP
averaged over the 1K samples) was 0.24, or over 200% of what it should be, and for α = 0.2
the empirical FDR was larger than 0.5 again indicating a significant violation.
We could not find such examples, with an essentially arbitrary largem and a substantial
liberal bias, when using the BH procedure. However, we found a class of arbitrary large
examples, similar to the above class (on which Storey fails to control the FDR), where due
to pooling the conservative nature of BH was amplified to the point where it was essentially
powerless. Consider four groups A, B, C and D and suppose that for every i ∈ A, j ∈ B,
k ∈ C and l ∈ D, P
(
Z˜1i < Z˜
1
j < Z˜
1
k < Z˜
1
l
)
= 1. Suppose further that all the hypotheses
in groupsA andB are false null with scores that fall in the range of values of the subsequent
group, so in particular P
(
Zi > Z˜
1
k
)
= 0 and similarly P
(
Zj > Z˜
1
l
)
= 0. It is easy to see
that using pooling in this case the p-values for the (false) null hypotheses in groups A and
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B will be ≥ 1/2 and 1/4 respectively, and it follows that no discoveries can be made by
BH with α < 1/4, regardless of how large m and d are.
Example 2. Again, we construct a specific example according to the above general outline.
We set m = 300, so that each of the four groups has 75 hypotheses, and we use d = 5
decoys. The null distribution of each group is set as N(µ, 1), where µ increases from
µA = 0, by 50, to µD = 150. The observed scores corresponding to the 150 false null
hypotheses of groups A and B were drawn from the null distributions of group B and C
respectively, whereas the 150 observed scores of groups C and D were drawn from their
respective null distributions. Using pooled p-values BH does not yield any discovery for
any α ≤ 0.65 amongst any of our 1000 samples, and it was not until using α = 0.7 that we
finally started seeing some samples on which BH had non-zero power. Incidentally, even
using non-pooled p-values is slightly better here: the first samples with non-zero BH power
appear for α = 0.3.
8.2 The mirror method controls the FDR
Claim. If the data satisfies the conditional null exchangeability property then the mirror
method controls the FDR in the reported list of target discoveries, that is,
E
( |DM(α) ∩N |
|DM(α)| ∨ 1
)
≤ α.
The expectation is taken with respect to all true null scores (competing and observed), i.e.,
it holds regardless of the values of the competing and observed test scores of the false null
hypotheses.
Proof. The conditional exchangeability implies that given Z˜(d1)1 , . . . , Z˜
(d1)
m (the largest ob-
served score for each hypothesis), for each i ∈ N (true null) the score Zi is equally likely
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to be smallest (ri = 1) or largest (ri = d1), and moreover these ranks are independent
of one another. Hence, conditional on Wi = Z˜
(d1)
i for i ∈ N , as well as on all the other
{Wi}i/∈N , the labels {Li}i∈N are iid ±1 uniform RVs. Since the same argument applies to
conditioning on any other combination of values Wi = Z˜
(j1)
i for i ∈ N and for ji ≥ d1/2,
this shows that conditioned on {Wi}mi=1, the variables {Li}i∈N are iid ±1 uniform RVs.
From here on our proof relies heavily on Theorem 3 of [1] and the discussion following
it. Assuming still that the hypotheses are ordered in decreasing Wi scores, we associate
with each hypothesis Hi a crude p-value pi based on the statistic Li = li as:
pi := P (Li ≥ li) =

1/2 li = 1
1 li = −1
. (21)
Note that the equality above follows because for each i ∈ N , Li = ±1 uniformly and inde-
pendently of Wi. In particular, it follows that for any u ∈ (0, 1) and i ∈ N P (pi ≤ u) ≤ u,
so our null pi are valid, identically distributed p-values. Moreover, we showed that con-
ditioned on {Wi}mi=1, the variables {Li}i∈N are independent; hence, our null p-values are
independent of one another as well as of the ordering of the hypotheses. Thus, the con-
ditions of Theorem 3 of [1] are satisfied and and applying Barber and Cande´s’ Selective
SeqStep+ (SSS+) procedure with c = 1/2 controls the FDR. Finally, we note that the mirror
method with our above definitions of Wi, Li (3) and the rejection threshold iα determined
by (2), coincides with applying SSS+ to pi defined by (21) with c = 1/2.
8.3 Handling ties and even number of decoys in the mirror method
When d is even and Zi is the median of the set
{
Z˜0i := Zi, Z˜
1
i , . . . , Z˜
d
i
}
then we set Li := 0,
thereby essentially ignoring the hypothesis Hi. Otherwise, the same principle as above
applies: if ri > d/2 + 1 then (Wi, Li) := (Zi, 1), whereas if ri ≤ d/2 then (Wi, Li) :=
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(
Z˜
(d−ri+2)
i ,−1
)
. We can reconcile this with (3) introducing a single definition that covers
both the odd and even cases:
(Wi, Li) =

(
Z˜
(ri)
i = Zi, 1
)
ri > d/2 + 1(
Z˜
(d−ri+2)
i ,−1
)
ri ≤ d1/2
(∗, 0) ri = d/2 + 1
. (22)
Claim 1 above still holds, although the proof needs to be slightly adjusted to allow for the
case that Li = 0.
There is more than one way to handle ties among the set of scores
{
Z˜0i := Zi, Z˜
1
i , . . . , Z˜
d
i
}
.
One way would be by collapsing ties between the observed and competing test scores. For
example, if Zi = Z˜1i = Z˜
2
i and Zi 6= Z˜ji for all j ≥ 2, then Z˜1i , Z˜2i are removed and d is
adjusted to d − 2 for this particular hypothesis Hi. This has the same effect as assigning
to Zi the rank ri, which is the minimum over all indices j such that Zi = Z˜
(j)
i . Another
possibility is to randomly determine the ranks of tied positions.
8.4 The max method controls the FDR
Claim 4. If the data satisfies the conditional null exchangeability property then the max
method controls the FDR in the reported list of discoveries, that is,
E
( |DX(α) ∩N |
|DX(α)| ∨ 1
)
≤ α.
Proof. The conditional exchangeability implies here that given W1, . . . ,Wm, for each i ∈
N (true null) the event Zi = Wi, or equivalently ri = d1, occurs with probability 1/d1.
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Hence, in this case the p-values, based again on the statistic Li ∈ {±1}, satisfy
pi := P (Li ≥ li) =

1/d1 li = 1
1 li = −1
. (23)
Again, the conditions of Theorem 3 of [1] are satisfied and applying Barber and Cande´s’
Selective SeqStep+ procedure now with c = 1/d1 controls the FDR. Finally, as in the
mirror case, the max method with Wi, Li as defined in (4) and the rejection criterion as
defined in (5), coincides with applying the Selective SeqStep+ procedure with pi as defined
in (23) and setting c = 1/d1.
8.5 Mirandom (c, λ) controls the FDR
Claim. If the data satisfies the conditional null exchangeability property, and if for any
i ∈ N and j ∈ {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1}
P (si = j, ri ≤ d1 − iλ) = P (si = j, Li = −1) = d1 − iλ
d1 · ic , (24)
where si, like ri, is also determined only from the order of the scores Z˜0i = Zi, Z˜
1
i , . . . , Z˜
d
i ,
then
E
( |D(α, c, λ) ∩N |
|D(α, c, λ)| ∨ 1
)
≤ α.
Proof. By (24), for any i ∈ N and j ∈ {d1 − ic + 1, . . . , d1},
P (Li = 1 | si = j) = P (si = j, Li = 1)∑
l∈{−1,0,1} P (si = j, Li = l)
=
1/d1
(d1 − iλ)/(d1 · ic) + (iλ − ic) /d1 · 1/ic + 1/d1 =
ic
d1
,
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and similarly
P (Li = 0 | si = j) = (iλ − ic) / (d1 · ic)
(d1 − iλ)/(di · ic) + (iλ − ic) /d1 · 1/ic + 1/d1 =
iλ − ic
d1
.
Again, the conditional exchangeability and the fact that ri and si are determined from
the order of the scores Z˜0i , . . . , Z˜
d
i imply that the above equalities hold even when condi-
tioning on {Wl}l 6=i. Hence, the p-values based on the statistic Li ∈ {−1, 0, 1} satisfy
pi := P (Li ≥ l) =

ic/d1 l = 1
iλ/d1 l = 0
1 l = −1
, (25)
independently of the ordering of the hypotheses, which is determined by the selected si
(and hence Wi). The proof is completed by invoking Theorem 1 of [20] with s = c = ic/d1
and λ = iλ/d1.
8.6 Labeled resampling
For clarity of the exposition we break the description of our labeled resampling procedure
into two parts with the first describing how we generate a sample of conjectured true/false
null labels.
1. Determine λ as described Section 2.5.1
2. Using c = λ from step 1 above, apply steps 2-3 of mirandom (Section 2.3) to define
the assigned scores Wi and labels Li, and order the hypotheses in a decreasing order
of Wi
3. Initialize by setting:
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• j := 1 (j is the index of the set of hypotheses we currently consider)
• i1 := 1, i0 := 0 (ij is the number of hypotheses inHj)
• l := 0 (l denotes the index of last drawn conjectured false null)
• f := (0, 0, . . . , 0) (f i is the indicator of whether or not we conjecture Hi is a
false null)
4. Estimate aj , the number of false null hypotheses inHj = {Hi : i ≤ ij}, as
aj :=
(
# {i ≤ ij : Li = 1} −# {i ≤ ij : Li = −1} · c
1− c
)
∨ 0.
Note that the first term is the number of original wins among the hypotheses in Hj
and the second is essentially the numerator of (7), which uses the number of decoy
wins to estimate the number of false discoveries among those original wins.
5. If aj > ‖f‖1 (the number of conjectured false nulls drawn so far) then draw aj−‖f‖1
additional conjectured false nulls as follows:
(a) for each i ∈ {l + 1, l + 2, . . . , ij} let wi := 1 − p˜i, where p˜i are the empirical
p-values of (17)
(b) while aj − ‖f‖1 > 0:
i. draw an index i ∈ {l + 1, . . . , ij} according to the categorical distribution
with a probability mass function proportional to wi
ii. set f i := 1 and wi := 0
6. If ij = m return the conjectured labels f , else continue
7. Set δj+1 := ij − ij−1 + 1 if no new conjectured false null were drawn in step 5,
otherwise set δj+1 := ij − ij−1
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8. Set ij+1 := (ij + δj+1) ∧m
9. Set j := j + 1 and go back to step 4
Note that step 7 lets the data determine the number of hypotheses inHj+1\Hj: this number
grows if going from Hj−1 to Hj we concluded we do not need to draw any additional
conjectured false nulls. This scheme is well adapted to handle a fairly common scenario
where most of the highest scoring hypotheses are false null, making sure they will be
labeled as such in our resamples.
The second phase of the algorithm simply resamples the indices in the usual bootstrap
manner and then randomly permutes the conjectured true null scores:
1. independently sample m indices j1, . . . , jm ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}
2. for i = 1, . . . ,m:
(a) if f ji = 0 draw a permutation pii ∈ Πd1 , else, f ji = 1 so define pii := Id ∈ Πd1
(the identity permutation)
(b) apply the permutation pii to V i :=
(
Z˜0ji := Zji , Z˜
1
ji
, . . . , Z˜dji
)
: V i ◦ pii :=(
Z˜
pii(1)−1
ji
, . . . , Z˜
pii(d1)−1
ji
)
3. return the resampled labeled data
{(
V i ◦ pii,f ji
)
: i = 1, . . . ,m
}
8.7 More simulation results
8.7.1 Revisiting the failings of the canonical procedures
Going back to the two examples of Supplementary Section 8.1 we note that all our meth-
ods essentially control the FDR with the empirical FDR (FDP averaged over the 1K sets
samples sets) below the selected FDR threshold for all α ∈ Φ with a single exception in
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Example 1 at α = 0.2, where FDS, FDS1, and LBM have an empirical FDR of 0.208: 4%
over the threshold, compared with the > 250% violation of Storey with pooled p-values.
Interestingly, when comparing the power of our methods in Example 2, where BH
applied to the pooled p-values made no true discoveries even at α = 0.65, we find that both
the mirror and FDS1 are significantly weaker than FDS, LF and LBM, again demonstrating
the utility of LBM. Specifically, at α = 0.15 both FDS’s and LBM’s power stand at 78.5%
and LF’s at 62.8% compared with 0% power for both the mirror and FDS1. At α = 0.2
FDS, LBM, and LF boast 100% power while the mirror power stands at 0.1% and FDS1’s
power is 0.9%.
8.7.2 Infinite number of decoys (when p-values are available)
In Section 3 we studied the limits of some of our procedures as d → ∞. It is therefore
instructive to compare those limiting methods using the same kind of simulations we used
for the finite decoys case.
We first generated the observed scores using the same setup as in the above finite decoy
calibrated simulations with µi ≡ 0, σi ≡ 1, γi ≡ γ. Next, consistently with our setup in
Section 3, we transformed the observed scores into p-values using their corresponding null
distributions. We compare the limiting case of the mirror method to Storey’s procedure
as provided in the qvalue package with λ determined both by our progressive interval
splitting procedure (λs, Section 2.5.1), and the bootstrap option of qvalue (λb). We also
compared these results to the limiting case of our LBM (we used nb = 100 bootstrap
runs here), which uses monitored FDR control to choose between the limiting cases of
FDS (which is equivalent to Storey with a finite correction), FDS1, mirror and FL, with the
fallback method of FDS1. We performed 10K iterations of these experiments and examined
the empirical FDR and power of the above four methods.
We gained the following insight from this set of experiments:
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• Storey’s procedure with the bootstrap λb can materially fail to control the FDR con-
trol, especially when m was low. This is not unexpected as both Storey’s procedure
(without the correction for finite m) and the bootstrap approach are claimed to only
obtain asymptotic control. However we found that using our λs we can obtain a much
better level of FDR control. For example, when m = 100, k = 10 and γ = 2 using
Storey’s procedure procedure with λb the empirical FDR (computed by averaging the
FDP over 10K runs) at α = 0.2 was 0.225 – a violation of over 12.5%. At the same
time, using our λs the empirical FDR was below the nominal level for all α ∈ Φ12.
Naturally, this improved FDR control comes with some cost in power: in examples
where using both λb and λs controls the FDR this power difference can range from a
typically fairly negligible (1-2%) to a fairly significant difference (up to 15%) when
pi0 is small and α is large (> 0.5).
• Some trends of the calibrated finite decoy examples carry on to the limiting case. For
example, just as in the finite case, where we saw the mirror method can outperform
FDS1, we also see that the limiting mirror procedure is often more powerful than
Storey’s procedure with λs. Moreover, in some of those examples the mirror method
is even more powerful than Storey with λb. For example, whenm = 1250, k = 1000,
γ = 1, and α ∈ [0.02, 0.1] the mirror method enjoys an increase of up to 5% in total
power compared with Storey with λb, e.g., for α = 0.05 the mirror method gives 19%
compared to Storey(λb) that only attains a power of 14% (for reference, Storey(λs)
obtains 12% power in this example with a low pi0).
• The infinite decoy analogue of LBM behaves as one would expect of a combination
of FDS and mirror. In most experiments we achieve results comparable to Storey(λs)
with both power and FDR typically within 1% either side of Storey(λs). However in
2Here the considered set of FDR thresholds, Φ1, consisted of: from 0.001 to 0.01 by 0.003, from 0.02 to
0.3 by 0.01, from 0.35 to 0.5 by 0.05, from 0.6 to 0.9 by 0.1, and 0.95.
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the class of experiments where the mirror does well, LBM can also obtain a signif-
icant increase in power (although it is never as much as the mirror). In these cases
LBM’s power could be as much as 5-10% higher than Storey(λs) (again, in absolute
terms) and can even surpass Storey(λb). The caveat though is that LBM has a sig-
nificant increased computational cost associated with it, hence its overall utility here
might not be as compelling as in the finite decoys case.
8.8 Analysis of real data
We applied our analysis to two datasets. The yeast data set consists of a single run (Yeast In-gel digest 2)
selected at random from the data set with PRIDE identifier PXD002726 [25]. The data was
generated on an LTQ Orbitrap Velos on proteins extracted from an in-gel digest of S. cere-
visiae lysate. The yeast reference proteome was downloaded from Uniprot on 28 Nov
2016.
The ISB18 data set is derived from a series of experiments using an 18-protein stan-
dard protein mixture (https://regis-web.systemsbiology.net/PublicDatasets, [19]). We use
10 runs carried out on an Orbitrap (Mix 7). The database consists of the 18 proteins
from the standard mixture, augmented with the full H. influenzae proteome, as provided by
Klimek et al.
Searches were carried out using the Tide search engine ([19]) as implemented in Crux [24].
The peptide database included fully tryptic peptides, with a static modification for cysteine
carbamidomethylation (C+57.0214) and a variable modification allowing up to six ox-
idized methionines (6M+15.9949). Precursor window size was selected automatically
with Param-Medic [22]. The XCorr score function was employed for uncalibrated searches,
using a fragment bin size selected by Param-Medic.
The ISB18 is a fairly unusual dataset in that it was generated using a controlled experi-
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ment, so the peptides that generated the spectra could have essentially only come from the
18 purified proteins used in the experiment. We used this to get some feedback on how
well our methods control the FDR as explained next.
The spectra set was scanned against a target database that included, in addition to the
463 peptides of the 18 purified proteins, 29,379 peptides of 1,709 H. influenzae proteins
(with ID’s beginning with gi|). The latter foreign peptides were added in order to help us
identify false positives: any foreign peptide reported is clearly a false discovery. Moreover,
because the foreign peptides represent the overwhelming majority of the peptides in the
target database (a ratio of 63.5 : 1), a native ISB18 peptide reported is most likely a true
discovery (a randomly discovered peptide is much more likely to belong to the foreign
majority). Taken together this allows us to gauge the actual FDP for each set of d drawn
decoys, FDR threshold α, and the FDR controlling procedure that generated the discovery
list. Again, more precisely we average the FDP over the 100 drawn sets of d decoys.
The 87,549 spectra of the ISB18 dataset were assembled from 10 different aliquots, so
in practice it means we essentially have 10 independent replicates of the experiment. How-
ever, the last aliquot had only 325 spectra that registered any match against the combined
target database, compared with an average of over 3,800 spectra for the other 9 aliquots,
so we left it out when we independently applied our analysis to each of the replicates. By
averaging the above decoy-drawn averaged FDP over the 9 aliquots we get a rough estimate
of the FDR that we can compare to the selected FDR threshold.
8.9 Figures
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E: max F: LBM
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Figure 1: FDR control (non-calibrated data). The panels show the ratio of the empirical FDR to the selected FDR threshold, and each
is made of 600 curves, each of which corresponds to one experiment involving 10K randomly drawn sets. The empirical FDR is the
10K-sample average of the FDP of each method’s discovery list at the selected FDR threshold. The 10K sets were drawn simulating a
non-calibrated score and using the experiment-specific parameter combination.
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A: mirror vs. FDS1 B: LF vs. FDS1
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C: FDS vs. FDS1 D: max vs. FDS1
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E: LBM vs. FDS1
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Figure 2: Power relative to FDS1 (non-calibrated score). Each of the panels show the difference in the average power of the two
methods compared (positive values indicate the first method is more powerful). Each panel is made of 600 curves, each of which shows
the difference in power averaged over the 10K sets. The sets were drawn simulating a non-calibrated score and using the experiment-
specific parameter combination. The power of each method is the 10K-average percentage of false nulls that are discovered at the given
FDR threshold. Note that figures’ y-axes are on different scales.
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A: mirror vs. LBM B: LF vs. LBM
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C: FDS vs. LBM D: max vs. LBM
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E: TDC vs. LBM F: aTDC vs. LBM
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Figure 3: Power relative to LBM (non-calibrated score). Same as Figure 2 but comparison is with LBM (positive values indicate the
first method is more powerful).
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C: FDS D: FDS1
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E: max F: LBM
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Figure 4: FDR control (calibrated data). Same as Figure 1 only the 10K sets were drawn simulating a calibrated score.
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A: mirror vs. FDS1 B: LF vs. FDS1
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C: FDS vs. FDS1 D: max vs. FDS1
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E: LBM vs. FDS1
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Figure 5: Power relative to FDS1 (calibrated score). Similar to Figure 2 only using calibrated data (positive values indicate the first
method is more powerful).
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A: mirror vs. LBM B: LF vs. LBM
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C: FDS vs. LBM D: max vs. LBM
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E: TDC vs. LBM F: aTDC vs. LBM
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Figure 6: Power relative to LBM (calibrated score). Same as Figure 2 but comparison is with LBM using calibrated scores (positive
values indicate the first method is more powerful).
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A: max vs. mirror B: LF vs. mirror
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C: FDS vs. mirror D: FDS1 vs. mirror
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E: LBM vs. mirror F: aTDC vs. mirror
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Figure 7: Power relative to the mirror (non-calibrated score). Same as Figure 2 but comparison is with the mirror (positive values
indicate the first method is more powerful).
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Figure 8: Peptide detection (ISB18 dataset). (A) The empirical FDR averaged over 9 aliquots or replicates. For each aliquot we drew
100 sets of d decoys with d ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}, applied TDC (d = 1), the mirror and LBM ( d ∈ {3, 5, 7, 9}) to the target and drawn set
of decoy scores and noted the FDP as explained in the text. We then averaged the FDP for each aliquot and finally plotted the mean of
those averages over the 9 aliquots. (B) Similar to (A) only here we noted the number of discoveries. The attached numbers indicate the
aliquots-average number of runs (out of 100) in which no discovery was reported.
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Figure 9: Peptide detection (yeast dataset). The number of discoveries at the given FDR threshold is the average over the 100 randomly
drawn decoys sets. The attached numbers indicate the number of runs (out of 100) in which no discovery was reported.
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